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volved the abandonment of electric tracks

_This, alone, raises an interesting point as

against the insistent Massachusetts policy of

allowing consolidation—by lease or otherwise

—only if service at least as good as before

the lease is maintained. But more import-

ant than this was the undisputed assertion

that since the lease not only had steam ser-

vice at Auburn been diminished but also the

electric service cut down from half-hour to

hourly cars and the electric plant allowed

to deteriorate. This, it we are not mistaken,
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is one of the many instances where the New

Haven company has bought control of trolley

lines to “block" parallels. If that process is

to be attended with abandoned tracks and

vitiated service the policy may “go” in Con-

necticut and Rhode Island, with their ﬂabby

and nerveless railroad commissions, but in

Massachusetts it will ﬁnd a horse of another

color.

The Block System in Iowa.

The space interval is the only rational,

scientific and satisfactory method of running

trains and protecting them from collision.

The time-interval and ﬂag-lantern-torpedo

combination is cumbersome and troublesome

at best, and is unworkable where trains are

fast and frequent. But the fact that these

truths are generally recognized does not in-

sure millennial conditions, for it is easy to

use the block system in a partial manner

or to adopt its theory without enforcing cor-

rect practice, and without using well known

electrical safeguards; and so we have situa-

tions like that in Iowa, illustrated in the

discussion at the September meeting of the

Iowa Railway Club. We print a brief ab-

stract of it in another column.

Anyone familiar with practice under the

block system on a road where it is regularly

and consistently carried out, would say that

the most of this Iowa discussion was useless,

and. possibly even vicious, many erroneous

views being expressed and considerable time

being used up in refuting fallacious argu-

ments; but as those who took part in the

discussion evidently were men engaged in

the practical operation of trains, it cannot

be said that anything which shall clear up

points that are obscure to them is wasted;

and a thorough airing of the subject ought

to be of much permanent beneﬁt. There can

be no doubt that many trainmen accept the

block system as a necessary evil and feel con-

siderable opposition to it for months or years

after they have begun to work under it, es-

pecially if the regulations for permissive

blocking, or any of the rules, are adminis-

tered in anything but the most accurate and

businesslike manner. This being so there is

ample room, if we are to continue the Amer-

ican theory of making employees more like

men and as little as possible like machines,

for instructive discussion.

The speakers brought out both bad and

good points concerning practice in Iowa.

